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DESCRIPTION
HAND SCRUB is a USDA authorised pumice waterless hand cleaner. Use with 
or without water. Pumice gives gentle yet deep down scrubbing action. Removes 
stubborn grease, grime, oil, tar and other stains. Concentrated, heavy duty formula 
cleans deep down leaving hands clean without drying out. Leaves hands smelling 
fresh and clean.

APPLICATIONS
Printing Shops, Industrial Plants, Automobile Dealers, Construction Workers, Oilfield 
Workers, Refineries, Airports and Gas Stations.
For use on ink, tar, oil, grime, grease, paint, moly, carbon, putty and asphalt.

LABEL INFORMATION
HAND SCRUB is a concentrated pumice waterless hand cleaner. Conditions hands while cleaning with a gentle scrubbing action. 
Removes grease, grime, oil, tar, ink, paint, moly, asphalt, carbon, putty, adhesives and other soils. For use by mechanics, oil 
field workers, machinists, factory workers, construction personnel, printers, gas station attendants, airport personnel and refinery 
workers. Leaves hands smooth and smelling fresh. Accepted for use in establishments operating under the Federal Meat and 
Poultry product inspection program of the USDA.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Use with or without water.

To use without water, squeeze a small amount into hand. Rub hands together briskly being sure to cover hands completely. Work 
hand cleaner into areas between fingers and under fingernails. Wipe off with towel or rag. A second application may be necessary 
for any hard to clean soils.

To use with water, wet hands before using and follow directions above. Rinse with water and wipe off with rag or towel.

TECHNICAL DATA
FORM: Gelled liquid FLASH POINT: None
ODOUR: Banana FLAME EXTENSION: N/A
COLOUR: Green SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Good, except pumice
DETERGENCY: Excellent SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 0.89
TOXICITY: Non-hazardous %VOLATILE BY VOLUME:80% 
WETTING ABILITY: Excellent pH: 7.5
STORAGE ABILITY: 1 year + VISCOSITY: Very thick
COLD STABILITY: Do not freeze EVAPORATION RATE: Slow
PHOSPHATES: None BIODEGRADABILITY: Yes

For further information contact Minehan Agencies (07) 4774 4626.


